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Abstract-- The output of the K Means clustering process shows
that the K-Means which are obtained finally, yield the mean of
the dataset under consideration when averaged. In this novel
approach to clustering, we use this revelation to find the average
of the entire dataset and then depending on the number of
required clusters we find the K unchanging means using Regress
Averaging where-in we use the average of a dataset to find the
points which yield the average.

Index Term-- Regress Averaging, clustering, Euclidean distance
measure

1 INTRODUCTION
Clustering is the process of grouping together similar data into
categories or groups called clusters. The main objective of
clustering is to maximize intra-cluster similarity and minimize
the inter-cluster similarity [1]. Clustering is one of the most
important task in data mining and is applied for multiple
purpose like scientific data investigation, information storage
and recovery, text mining, spatial database and IT
applications, Internet analysis, bio-medical analysis, market
segmentation and much more [2].
1.1 Literature Review
Clustering is a conventional problem in the database, machine
learning, artificial intelligence and theoretical literature and is
defined as follows: Given a set of points in space, find a
categorization of the points into groups called clusters so that
the points within each cluster are similar to one another and
dissimilar to points in other clusters [3]. The resemblance of
points in a cluster is based on several score functions [4].
Broad-spectrum classes of methods in clustering include
partitioning methods in which a set of representative points are
used in order to segment the points implicitly [5]. Numerous
variants of this technique exist such as the K-Means and KMedoids algorithms [6]. The K-Means algorithm is a method
of cluster analysis which targets to categorize n data
observations into K clusters in which each observation is
allocated to the cluster with the nearest mean. Given a set of
preliminary means, each point is allocated to one of them, and
then each previous cluster average is substituted by the mean
of the respective cluster. These two steps are reiterated until
convergence i.e. until the cluster means reappear in the
succeeding stage or until the clusters resurface in the
succeeding step. As the K-Means method in several instances
takes an exponential time to converge, the clustering is forced

to halt after a specified number of iterations. A point is
allocated to the cluster which is closest in the Euclidean
distance sense to the point. In medoid based methods, the
points from the data repository are used as representative
points as the algorithm searches for the best set of k
representative points which result in optimum clustering. A
pragmatic technique in this class called CLARANS [7],
improves the efficiency of the algorithm by restricting the
search space. In density-based clustering methods [8], the ϵneighbourhood of a point is used in order to find dense regions
in which clusters exist. The BIRCH method [9] which uses a
CF-Tree, in order to incrementally construct clusters is one of
the most efficient techniques for low-dimensional data and it
requires only one scan over the database. A method, called
CURE [10] which stops the formation of a cluster hierarchy
when that level contains a predefined number of clusters
provides extremely high quality because it uses robust
methods to measure distances between clusters and so can
adjust well to different shapes of clusters. High-dimensional
data poses a challenge to clustering algorithms as most of
them do not work efficiently in higher dimensional spaces
because of the inherent sparsity of the data [11]. This problem
has been referred to as the curse of dimensionality [12]. In
high dimensional space, the distance between every pair of
points is almost the same for a variety of data distributions and
distance functions. In such situations, even the meaning of
closeness in high-dimensional data may be suspect. This issue
can be resolved by using feature selection in order to reduce
the dimensionality of the space [13] but it may not always be
feasible to prune off too many dimensions without losing a
substantial amount of information. There are various
methodologies to dimension reduction like principal
component analysis [14] and random projections [15] in
clustering high dimensional data. In these cases, dimension
reduction is performed as a pre-processing step and is
alienated from the clustering process: once the new features
are selected forming the subspace, they remain unchanged
during the clustering process. Another approach is called
subspace clustering [16] where the primary focus is on
selecting a small number of dimensions from the original set
of dimensions in an unsupervised way so that clusters form in
this subspace. However, if we curtail the subspace to become
linear combinations of the original dimensions [17], then, the
subspace that is obtained using Fisher’s linear discriminant
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ratio [18] is perhaps the best subspace to perform clustering,
1.3 Resolution of the problem and significance of the
because with this subspace, clusters are well separated.
proposed algorithm
This issue can be resolved if it is possible to pinpoint the
eventual fixed K-Means for the K required clusters by
1.2 Problem Area in K-Means Clustering
skimming the input set at the commencement itself as no
The motivation for the Regress Averaging Clustering
sooner these K means get traced, the job of clustering reduces
Algorithm which is proposed in this paper comes from the
to only allocating the left over data from the input into
output of the K-means clustering algorithm. The traditional Kclusters, which are nearest to these eventual K fixed means
Means algorithm works by arbitrarily choosing K cluster
based on the regular distance measures. In this paper we
averages, putting each datum to the cluster whose average is
propose to solve this problem of the clustering having to end
nearest according to the Euclidean distance measure, then
abruptly, by first finding the average of the entire dataset and
calculating the average of the set given to each cluster and
then finding the K unchangeable means subject to the number
using them as new averages in a loop until gathering of all
of stated clusters using the average of the dataset to find the
points into the respective clusters they belong. The algorithmic
points which yield the average. It should be noted that the idea
running time of the K-Means technique is O(nktd) [19] with n
proposed in this paper is not based on the assumption that the
being the total number of input set values, k being presented
mean of all data equals to the mean of the K mean points. On
by the user as the total clusters into which the input is to be
the contrary, the algorithm tries to locate K points equal to the
grouped, t representing the exact amount of repetitions the
number of required clusters which when averaged yields the
algorithm has to undergo in the event that the cluster averages
same result as that when the entire dataset is averaged. The
are not the same in the next iteration or if the clusters are not
significance of the proposed algorithm is that it aims to
the same in the next iteration and d involving the dimensions
eliminate from the K Means algorithm, the need for iteratively
associated with each datum. If the cluster averages are not the
finding the final means around which all clusters form. This in
same in the succeeding iteration or if the clusters are not the
turn eliminates the need for closing the clustering process
same in the succeeding step then the K-Means algorithm ends
abruptly using t which would have led to formation of
the clustering process tersely after the iterations t given by the
inaccurate clusters.
user. This is likely to lead to the formation of inaccurate
clusters. On numerous occasions, the K-Means method
2 P ROPOSED W ORK
requires exponential time to find the averages and so, abruptly
The K-Means method results in clusters with means that do
ending the clustering process after a number of specified
not change and around which all other points in the dataset get
repetitions is not likely to return precise clusters.
clustered. This suggests that, if points

Fig. 1. Dataset to find 5 clusters

Fig. 2. Mean of the dataset (MD).
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Fig. 3. New points which when averaged yields M D.
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Fig. 4. New Means.

Fig. 5. Formation of required clusters.

Mean of dataset * K = Sum of n points in the dataset
representing these unchanging means in a dataset are
identified, then the task of clustering reduces to only assigning
the remaining points in the dataset into clusters, which are
closest to these fixed means based on the Euclidean distance
measures. This revelation from the result of the K-Means
which indicates that the unchanging K-Means actually yields
the mean of the entire dataset when averaged is used in this
paper. The algorithm then progresses by first finding the
average of the entire dataset (Fig. 1) and then depending on
the number of required clusters the K unchanging means are
computed using the formulations as shown below
Mean of dataset, MD = Average of all points in the dataset
(Fig. 2)
Mean of dataset, MD = Average of n points in the dataset for
final K means
Mean of dataset, MD = (Sum of k points representing final K
means) / n
For number of required clusters = K, we have
MD = (x1+ x2 + .......+ xn) / K
MD * K = (x1+ x2 + .......+ xn)

Thus it is seen that we need to find K points (Fig. 3) from the
dataset which when added yields the sum equal to (M*k). This
is known as Regress Averaging whereby we use the average
of a dataset to find the points which yield the average. Each of
the new means (Fig. 4) represents the final unchanging means
for a clustering problem requiring five clusters. These new
means when averaged will give the mean of the entire dataset.
This method provides a faster and efficient way of finding the
final unchanging means as it eliminates the need for having to
stop the clustering process if the means have not repeated or if
the clusters have not repeated even after the specified number
of iterations have reached. Once the K points yielding the sum
equal to (MD *k) are found, then the remaining points in the
dataset are assigned into clusters (Fig. 5), based on closeness
to these final K unchanging means.
2.1 The Regress Averaging Clustering Algorithm
Input:
i) A database containing n objects. D = {D1, D2, D3,
D4,……………,Dn}.
ii) The number of required clusters K = T.
Output:- A set of K clusters.
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Step 1: Find the average of all points in the dataset.
principal components onto one of the principal dimensions.
MD = (D1+ D2 + .......+ Dn) / n
This projected dataset can then be apportioned into clusters of
data as per the requirement [21].
Step 2: Multiply the average by the number of required
clusters K.
2.2 Implementation of the proposed algorithm
MD * K = (D1+ D2 + .......+ Dn)
Step 3: Find K points from the dataset which when added
yields the sum equal to
(MD *k). We solve this by the sum of subsets [20].

For the given dataset given below and the clustering
requirement of 3 clusters

Step 4: Assign the remaining points in the dataset into clusters
formed by these K
points using the Euclidean distance measure shown
below.

Mean of the dataset = Sum of n points / n

d (i, j)  (w1  w2 ) 2  (x1  x2 ) 2  ( y1  y2 ) 2  (z1  z 2 ) 2

For a clustering requirement of K = 3 clusters, we have

Step 5: Output K clusters.

MD = 483/3 = 159

It is important to mention at this stage that the search for K
unchanging means by solving the subset sum problem may not
seem to be a sensible approach to take, as it is a well-known
fact that the mean of a cluster may not always coincide with a
point in that cluster. For example, the mean of {1, 2, 6} is 3,
which is not in the set. However, it needs to be pointed out
that the objective of using subset sum for finding the points
which yield the average from the average of the dataset itself
is not to find the exact means but an approximation of the
same. For example, the mean of {2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12} is 7 and
if it required to partition this set into 2 clusters, then the two
points(means) which yield 7*2=14 when added, can be {2,
12}, {3, 11} or {4, 10}. Although the exact means for the two
eventual clusters {2, 3, 4} and {10, 11, 12} are 3 and 11
respectively, the same clusters are also obtained when the
subset sum yields the two means as {2, 12} or {4, 10}.

MD *K= 159

D = {12, 99, 23, 15, 52, 60, 43, 87, 92}
Mean of the dataset = (12+99+23+15+52+60+43+87+92) / 9 =
483/9
Mean of the dataset = 53 = MD
MD = (12+99+23+15+52+60+43+87+92) / K

In high dimensional or multi-dimensional datasets, the
selection of the means for clustering by Regress Averaging
can be done by first reducing the dimensions of the data using
principal component analysis and then by projecting the

53 * 3 = (Dx+ Dy + Dz)
This suggests that we need to find K=3 points Dx , Dy and Dz from
the dataset which when added yields the sum equal to M*K=159. On
solving this by sum of subsets we could get the 3 points Dx , Dy and
Dz to be 12, 60 and 87. We see that 12+60+87 yields a sum equal to
159. Each of these three points 12, 60 and 87 represent new means
which is the final unchanging means for a clustering problem
requiring three clusters. These new means when averaged will give
the mean of the entire dataset which equals 53. Now the task of
clustering eases to just allocating the left over points in the dataset
into clusters, which are closest to these final means 12, 60 and 87
based on the Euclidean distance measure.

Thus the clusters so formed are as shown below
Cluster 1 = { 12, 15, 23} , Cluster 2 = {43, 52, 60} and Cluster 3
= {87, 92, 99}
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Fig. 6. Output of Regress Averaging Clustering Algorithm

Fig. 7. Output of K Means Clustering Algorithm.

The algorithm is implemented in software for the dataset in D
as shown in Fig.6 and also cross verified with the results of the
K Means algorithm shown in Fig.7.

3 CONCLUSION
The K-Means clustering algorithm yields accurate results
when either the cluster means repeat in the succeeding
iteration or the clusters repeat in the succeeding iteration. The
K-Means algorithm in several instances takes a very long time
to compute the means and so, abruptly halting the clustering
process after a certain number of specified iterations will not
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yield accurate clusters. This paper tries to look into this
problem by using regress averaging and thereby eliminating
the abrupt terminations associated with the number of
iterations t.
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